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Family of Sam Vincent endorses Maciarello
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Our family continues to mourn the loss of Sam Vincent. His service to the community as the Wicomico

County deputy state's attorney was unparalleled. His honesty, integrity and his dedication to the State's

Attorney's Office would have continued for years had it not been for his tragic death.

Sam would want what is best for the State's

Attorney's Office -- which is to elect a state's

attorney with honesty, integrity and a passion

for justice. As Sam's twin brother, I know Sam

was a "law and order" prosecutor. His passion

for justice, his work ethic and sense of fairness

set him apart.

I've talked with Matt Maciarello to understand

his vision. Maciarello best represents the

qualities Sam encompassed. He understands

the value of crime prevention and recognizes

the need to effectively concentrate efforts and

resources on gangs, drug dealers and violent

criminals.

Maciarello has met with prosecutors, law

enforcement and local attorneys to understand

the real issues and to build a more cohesive

network to stem the spiral of crime.

The race for state's attorney can't be based on

party affiliation or age; it must be based on

moral character, vision, leadership and a

passion to pursue vigorous and fair prosecution

of criminal cases, with a commitment to serve

as an advocate for the rights of all victims.

The Vincent family joins Sheriff Mike Lewis and

the Wicomico County Fraternal Order of Police

in endorsing Maciarello. The safety and

well-being of our community depends on your

vote.

Carl Vincent

Salisbury
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